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Let G and H be graphs. Results are given which, in principle, permit he Ramsey numbers 
r(G, nil) and r(nG, nil) to be evaluated exactly when n is sultieiently arge. Such evaluations 
are often possible in practice, as shown by several examples. For instance, when n is large, 
r(nKk, nKt) = (k + l - 1)n + r(Kk_l, Kt-O - 2. 
1. Introduction 
Let G and H be (simple) graphs. Then define the Ramsey number (G, H) to 
be the least number p such that, if the edges of the complete graph Kp are colored 
red and blue, either the red subgraph contains a copy of G or the blue subgraph 
contains a copy of H. Also, write r(G) for r(G, G). 
An important special case is that in which G or H are of the form nF, that is, n 
disjoint copies of some graph F. This case has been studied, primarily in [1]. In 
general, we will use the notation of Harary [2]. In particular, p and flo represent 
the order and vertex independence number, respectively. From [1] we have: 
Theorem 1.1. If G and H are graphs, where p(H) = k, then there is a cl such that 
if n is sufficiently large, r(G, nil) = kn + cl. 
Theorem 1.2. I f  G and H are connected graphs, where p(G)= k, flo(G)= i, 
p (H) = l, and flo(H) = j, then there is a c2 such that if n is sufficiently large, 
r(nG, nil) = (k + l -  min(i, j))n + c2. 
(Actually, only Theorem 1.2 is explicitly stated in [1], but Theorem 1.1 follows 
easily from results of [1].) 
These two theorems have a serious drawback: Their proofs give no hint of how 
large n must be for them to apply, and generally leave us with-no means of 
calculating Cl or c2, although they do lead to bounds. Indeed, the proofs did not 
establish that cl and c2 were even recursive functions of G and H. A handful of 
cases were dealt with in [1] and elsewhere, but the methods used are rather ad 
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hoc, and are applicable only for very small G or H. Here, we will replace 
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 with effective versions. 
At this point, we introduce some more terminology. Let (g be a set of graphs. 
Then we define r(~, H) as we have defined r(G, H), except hat we replace the 
words "a copy of G" by "a copy of some member of (g". We define r((g, ~), 
where ~ is also a set of graphs, in a similar manner. Now define ~(G) to be the 
set of all graphs formed from the graph G by removing a maximal set of 
independent vertices. (Of course, a maximal independent set can have fewer than 
fl0 vertices.) Thus ~)(Kk)"- {Kk-1), ~(P3)-- {K1, J~2}, and ~(Kk,,)= {/~k, /(t). 
These definitions permit us to state our improvement of Theorem 1.1. 
Theorem 2.1. Let G and H be graphs, where H is connected, and where p(H)  = l. 
Then if n is sufficiently large, 
r(G, ni l )  = nl + r (~(G) ,  H) -  1. 
We will prove this in Section 2. Of course, to employ this theorem, we must 
evaluate the Ramsey number on the fight. Fortunately, this is often easy. For 
example, we have the following two corollaries. To state the first of these, let 
s(G) denote the size of the smallest color class of any good x(G)-coloring of the 
vertices of G. Note that if G is bipartite, s(G) is easy to compute. 
Theorem 2.2. Let G be a bipartite graph with k = s(G), and let H be a connected 
graph with l = p (H) >I k. Then if n is sufficiently large, r(G, ni l )  = nl + k - 1. 
Theorem 2.3. Let H be a connected graph with I vertices. Then if n is sufficiently 
large, 
r(Kk, ni l )  = nl + r(Kk-1, H) - 1. 
Of course, Theorem 2.1 does not always yield a full answer, but it does reduce 
a problem about arbitrarily large graphs to a finite problem. We may never know 
what r(Ks, nKs) is, but if so, it will be because we never learn what r(K4, 1(5) is. 
Our improvement on Theorem 1.2 is unfortunately somewhat technical, so we 
state it, as Theorem 3.1, only in Section 3, along with several lemmas. The proof 
of the theorem will be given in Section 4. Although Theorem 3.1 has a somewhat 
indirect statement, it is fortunate that, as we will see, it is often easy to apply. We 
content ourselves here with two of its corollaries, taken from Section 5. Actually, 
the first, Theorem 5.2', is just a special case of Theorem 5.2, which is 
considerably more general. 
Theorem 5.2'. Let each of G and H be either a connected bipartite graph or an 
odd cycle, where p (G)  = k, flo(G) = i, p (H)  = 1, flo(H) =1. Then if n is sufficiently 
large, 
r(nG, n i l )  = (k + l -  min(i, j))n - 1. 
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Theorem 5.3. If k and l are fixed, and n is sufficiently large, then 
r(nKk, nKt) = (k + l - 1)n + r(Kk-1, Kt-1) - 2. 
This last result was conjectured in [1]. We make one final remark. We will not 
concern ourselves very much with how large n must be in these results. However, 
it will turn out that n need not be larger than a double exponential in some 
polynomial in p(G) and p(H) in Theorem 2.1, and a triple exponential in 
Theorem 3.1. 
2. Proof and applications of Theorem 2.1 
We begin with some definitions. The word coloring or 2-coloring will always 
refer to a coloring of the edges of a graph red and blue. A (G, H)-good coloring 
is one in which no red G nor blue H occurs. If G or H i~ replaced by a set of 
graphs, we extend this definition in the obvious manner. A (G, H)-critical 
coloring is a (G, H)-good coloring of K,_I, where r = r(G, H); again we extend 
this to sets of graphs. Als0, we drop the (G, H) from both of the above terms 
when the meaning is clear. Finally we say, as usual, that V(G) denotes the set of 
vertices of G, and that if A =_ V(G), then (A) is the subgraph induced by A. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Set r = nl + r(@(G), H) - 1. We begin by exhibiting a 
good coloring of Kr-1. Partition the vertices into two sets E and B, with 
IEI = r(@(G), H) -  1, IBI = n l -  1. (The letters E and B have been chosen to 
correspond to names used in Sections 3 and 4.) Color all edges of (B) blue, and 
color all edges joining E to B red. Finally, color (E) according to a 
(@(G), H)-good (therefore critical) coloring. Clearly, this gives only (n -  1) 
disjoint blue H, and any red G could use no more than, a maximal independent 
set of vertices from B, so that E would have to induce a ted member of @(G), 
contrary to the construction. Therefore, r(G, n i l )~  r. 
Now let n be large, and consider any 2-colored Kr that contains no red G. Let 
V denote the vertices of this K~. We will show that this K, must contain n disjoint 
blue H. We first observe that if n is large enough, then we have a large blue 
complete graph Km on a set of vertices B1. In fact, we need only that 
r >t r(G, Kin); m will be chosen (implicitly) later. 
Find as many disjoint blue H as possible in the remaining vertices, denoting the 
vertices of these H by T~. Denote V -  B~- T~ by E~. Clearly, IExl < r(G, H), 
since (E~) cannot contain a blue H. Suppose now that some vertex of E1 is 
joined by blue edges to at least 6(H) vertices of B1. Then this vertex and some 
P (H) - 1 vertices of B1 span a blue H. Transfer these vertices to T~, and continue 
this process as long as possible. This yields three sets E2, B2, 7"2 such that no 
vertex of E2 has as many as 6(H) blue edges going to B2, (T2) can be partitioned 
into disjoint blue H, and (B2) is a blue complete graph. The graph (B2) is still 
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large if n was chosen large enough, since no more than r(G, H) (p (H) -  1) 
vertices have been removed from it. 
By the condition on E2, fewer than r(G, H) .  6(H) vertices of B2 are joined by 
any blue edges to E2. Transfer these to T2, and, if necessary, just enough extra 
vertices o that the total number transferred is a multiple of l. This transfer yields 
sets B3 and T3. The set T3 can still be partitioned into disjoint blue H; the former 
is joined to E2 entirely by red edges. If We have made n large enough, then 
In31 t>/30(a). Therefore, E2 can contain no red member of ~(G),  and hence 
IE21 ~< r(~(G), H) - 1, so that IB3 t.J T31 I> nl. But then it is clear that (B3 U T3) 
contains n blue H. This completes the proof. [] 
We can make Theorem 2.1 easier to apply by making a simple modification. As 
we have observed, ~(P3) = {K1,/~2}. But /~2 is irrelevant in determining 
r(~(P3), H), since K~ c/(2. With this in mind, let ~*(G) be the set of graphs in 
~(G)  which are not subgraphs of any other graph in ~(G).  Then it is clear that 
the ~(G)  in Theorem 2.1 can be replaced by ~*(G). 
With this variant in mind, we give some corollaries. No proofs are given, since 
all are very easy to prove. Recall that s(G) denotes the size of the smallest color 
class of any good Z-coloring of the vertices of G. 
Theorem 2.2. Let G be a bipartite graph with k = s(G), and let H be a connected 
graph with l =p(H)  >t k. Then if n is sufficiently large, r(G, nil) = nl + k - 1. 
Theorem 2.3. Let H be a connected graph with I vertices. Then if n is sufficiently 
large, 
r(Kk, ni l)  = nl + r(Kk-1, H) - 1. 
Thus, for example, r(K4, nK4) = 4n + 8 for large n. The above result is easily 
generalized. 
Theorem 2.4. Let G be the complete t-partite graph K(kl, k2 , . . . ,  kt), where 
l<<-kl<<-k2<~...<~kt, and let G1 be K(kl,  k2 , . . . , k t _ l ) .  Also, let H be 
connected, with l =p (H). Then if n is sufficiently large, 
r( G, ni l)  = nl + r( G1, H) - 1. 
Theorem 2.5. Let k be odd, and let H be connected, with 1 = p(H). Then if n is 
sufficiently large, 
r(Ck, ni l) = nl + max(l, ½(k + 1)) - 1. 
It would be easy to lengthen the list of corollaries, especially if we chose G and 
H to be specific graphs that were not too large, but we will not do so. 
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One last point needs to be made. It is clear from the proof of Theorem 2.1 that 
one can compute an no so that n/> no is sufficient o guarantee the conclusion of 
the theorem. Indeed, using standard estimates for Ramsey numbers, it is not hard 
to see that we may take no to be 2 'z,  where t =p(G)  +p(H).  
3. Statement of Theorem 3.1 and lemmas for its proof 
In this section we will prove Theorem 3.1. However, the statement of this 
theorem is somewhat technical, and of a different character from most results in 
Ramsey theory, so we will begin with some motivation, based on Theorem 2.1. 
Under the conditions of that theorem, we have the trivial lower bound 
r(G, nH)>~nl, and one (G, nH)-good coloring for Knt-1 is that in which all 
edges are blue; in other words, a monochromatic coloring. One interpretation of 
Theorem 2.1 is to say that for any G and H, when n is large there is a 
(G, nH)-critical coloring that is "nearly monochromatic". That is, the coloring is 
monochromatic except for a small exceptional graph (E)  of fixed size, and the 
connecting edges between E and the rest of the graph B, which are all red. 
In the case of r(nG, nil), the concept corresponding to a monochromatic 
coloring is that of a canonical coloring. Define a canonical coloring of K~ to be a 
coloring for which the vertices may be partitioned into sets A and B, where all 
the edges of (A)  are red, all those of (B) are blue, and all those joining A to B 
are the same color (red or blue). We call A and B the red and blue sets 
respectively, and the edges joining them the connecting edges. A consideration of 
canonical colorings leads easily to the lower bound in the following lemma, which 
is essentially Theorem 1 of [1]. 
In all that follows, G and H will always be connected graphs satisfying 
p(G)=k,  flo(G)=i, p (H)=l ,  f lo(H)=j; we will not usually repeat these 
assumptions. 
Lemma 3.1 ([1]). There is an effectively computable c = c(G, H) such that, for 
all n, 
(k + l - rain(i, j))n - 1 <~ r(nG, ni l)  <~ (k + l - min(i, ]))n + c. 
In general, the lower bound in the above is not sharp; the smallest 
counterexample (for n large) is r(nK3)= 5n [1], one greater than the bound of 
Lemma 3.1. However, the substance of Theorem 3.1 is that there always is a 
(nG, nH)-critical coloring that is "nearly canonical" in the following sense. 
Define a nearly canonical coloring of F = Kn with exceptional set E c V(F) to be a 
coloring such that (V (F ) -  E)  is canonically colored, with all edges joining the 
red set A of (V(F)  - E)  to E being blue and all those joining the blue set B to E 
being red. The coloring of (E) is arbitrary. Of course, if [El = n - 2, any coloring 
of Kn is nearly canonical; but we will be concerned here with cases in which E is 
small. 
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The statement of Theorem 3.1 requires another concept, one central to the 
theory of Ramsey numbers for multiple copies, namely that of a tie. Define a 
2-colored graph T (not necessarily a complete graph) to be a (G, H)-tie if 
p(T) <~ k + l - rain(i, ]) and T contains both a red G and a blue H. In [1], such a 
graph was called a "bowtie", from its appearance when G =H=K3.  One 
particular type of tie will be of special concern in the proof of Theorem 3.1. We 
call a 2-colored Kk÷l-i a (G, H)-join if it is canonically colored with its red set of 
order k -  i, its blue set of order 1, and its connecting edges red. It is clear that 
this is also a (G, H)-tie; note that i f j  <i ,  it is strictly smaller than a tie needs to 
be. Also, we observe that we might have called the above a "red" join, and 
defmed a "blue" join (with blue connecting edges); but we will not need to do so. 
Before stating Theorem 3.1, we say a few more words to explain (or excuse) 
the form it takes. As we discussed at the beginning of this section, Theorem 2.1 
has a direct statement in terms of r(~(G),  H), but also an indirect one in terms 
of "nearly monochromatic" olorings. In this case the direct version is generally 
preferable to the indirect; it is simple and easy to apply, although the indirect 
version confers perhaps some additional insight. On the other hand, a direct 
version of Theorem 3.1, while possible using the methods developed here, would 
be very tedious to state. Therefore, we give an indirect version, describing 
properties that at least one critical coloring must have. As will be seen in Section 
5, Theorem 3.1 is often simple to apply, in spite of its indirectness. Recently, it 
has come to seem that Theorem 3.1 can be made rather less indirect by using 
further ideas, but we will not consider this possibility here. 
Theorem 3.1. I f  n is sufficiently large, then there is a (nG, nH)-critical coloring 
which is nearly canonical, the exceptional set E having the property that no 
( G, H)-tie contains a vertex of E. 
We prove this in the next section. Before doing so, we need several more 
lemmas. 
Lemma 3.2. Let x be a positive integer, and assume that k >I l. Then there is an 
integer y > O, depending only on G, H, and x, such that the following holds: For 
any n > O, any 2-coloring of Kkn+y contains either a red nG, a blue nit, or a 
canonically colored subgraph with red and blue sets each of order x. 
Proof. The value of y will be chosen implicitly during the course of the proof. 
Consider a 2-colored K~+y and remove a maximal set of disjoint red G. If this 
yields n copies, we are done. If not, then at least y vertices remain that do not 
induce a red G. Let t be the largest integer for which r(G, Kt) <~ y; then the graph 
contains a blue Kt. If y is chosen large enough, the t can be made as large as we 
please (although perhaps much smaller than y). By the same argument, we either 
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have a blue nG or a red K,. It may happen that the red and blue K, have one 
vertex in common. If so, delete it, reducing t by one. 
Consider the 2-colored Kt.t that joins the red and blue Kt. As is well known (for. 
example, see Chapter 12 of [7]), this Kt, t has a monochromatic complete bipartite 
subgraph with parts of order about 2log t. Therefore, if y, and hence t, is large 
enough, a monochromatic Kx;x joins the red and blue K,. Deleting all vertices not 
in this Kx.x, we arrive at our desired canonically colored K2~. [] 
In what follows, if x is real, [xJ denotes the greatest integer <~x. 
Lemma 3.3. Consider a canonically colored Ka+b, wi'th red set A and blue set B, 
where IA I -  a, IB I -  b, and with the connecting edges being red, Then the Ko+b 
contains min([(a + b)/kJ, [a / (k - i ) J  disjoint red G and [b/lJ disjoint blue H, 
but no more. Suppose that, in addition, b >I a i / (k -  i); then the K~+b contains 
[a/(k - i)J disjoint red G, but no more. 
Proof. The red subgraph is Ka +/~b" It is clear that a graph F is a subgraph of 
Ka +/~b if and only if p(F)  <~ a + b arrd p(F)  - flo(F) <- a. Considering F =nG,  
we have p(nG)  = nk, flo(nG) = ni, so nG c_ Ka + ~ib if and only if nk <- a + b and 
n(k - i) <<- a. The first part of the desired result now follows immediately, since it 
is trivial that there are exactly [b/lJ disjoint blue H. For the second part, we have 
that if b >~ ai/(k - i), then (a + b) /k  >- a/ (k  - i), so that the second term in the 
minimum is governing. [] 
We will usually use the second part of the above lemma, that is, where we 
assume b ~ ai/(k - i). 
Lemma 3.4. Let c be the constant occurring in Lemma 3.1. Let F be a 2-colored 
graph such that, for some m, F contains a red mG and a blue mH, but 
p(F)  <<- (k + l - min(i,/))m - c - 2 .  Then if n is sufficiently large, no (nG, ni l) -  
critical coloring of  Kr-1, where r = r(nG, ni l) ,  can contain a copy of  F. 
Proof. We will show that the desired result holds for all n 1> m. Suppose the 
contrary, so that some (nG, nH)-critical coloring of Kr-1, where r = r(nG, ni l) ,  
contains a copy of F. By Lemma 3.1, r - 1/> (k + l - min(i, j ) )n -  2. Delete the 
vertices of the F that occurs in this Kr-1, yielding a Ks, where s t> (k + l -  
min(i, j ) ) (n -  m)+ c. This Ks cannot contain either a red (n -  m)G or a blue 
(n - re )H ,  for such a graph, together with graphs in F, would yield either a red 
nG or a blue nH in our Kr-1. But this contradicts Lemma 3.1, since s is too 
large. [] 
Lemma 3.5. Let c be a constant. Then there is an integer y, depending only on G, 
H, and c, such that the fol lowing holds: For any n >i y, any 2-coloring of  K~, 
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where v = n(k  + 1 - rain(i, j)) - c, contains either a red nG, a blue ni l ,  or n - y 
disjoint ( G, H)-ties. 
Proof. Set x = max(k,  l), take y'  to be the y corresponding to this x in Lemma 
3.2, and set y = y '  + c. We proceed by induction on n. The case n = y is trivial, so 
assume the theorem to have been proved for n -  1. Consider a 2-colored Ko, 
where v = n(k  + l - min(i, ])) - c. It is easy to see that k + l - min(i, ]) > x, so 
that v >nx  +y ' .  Therefore, we have either a red nG, a blue nH (and we are 
done), or a canonically colored subgraph with red and blue sets each of order x. 
But it is straightforward that such a canonically colored subgraph contains a 
(G, H)-tie. Remove this tie, leaving a t least (n -  1 ) (k+l -min( i , ] ) ) - c  
vertices. By the induction hypothesis, the remaining raph contains either a red 
(n - 1)G, a blue (n - 1)H, or n - y - 1 disjoint ties. In each of these three cases, 
the corresponding case holds in the original K~,. [] 
Lemma 3.6. Let i < l and let a nearly canonical coloring of  F = Ks be given with 
exceptional set E, red set A ,  and blue set B, and with red connecting edges. 
Suppose that this Ks contains m disjoint red G and n disjoint blue H, and no more. 
Finally, suppose that IEI" max (k, l) ~< min(IAI, IBI), and that b >~ ai / (k  - i) + 
k IEI. Then for  any t>~O, the nearly canonical coloring of  F '=  Kv, where 
v = s + t(k + l - i), given by increasing the red set by t(k - i) vertices and the blue 
set by tl vertices, contains m + t disjoint red G and n + t disjoint blue H, and no 
more. 
Proof. Set IEI = e, IAI = a, IBI = b, and let A '  and B' denote the augmented red 
and blue sets. Also set V = V(F) ,  V '  = V(F ' ) .  Then (A' t.J B'  - A - B) is 
canonically colored, with t (k - i )  and tl vertices in its red and blue sets 
respectively. Since t l>t i  = ( t (k - i ) ) i / (k - i ) ,  the second part of Lemma 3.3 
applies, so (A' O B' - A - B) contains [t(k - i ) / (k  - i)J = t disjoint red G and 
[tl/lJ = t disjoint blue H. 
Therefore, F '  contains enough red G and blue H; it remains to show that it 
does not contain too many. Suppose first, to the contrary, that F '  contains at least 
m + t + 1 disjoint red G. Choose such a set of red G, and let ~ denote those 
members of the set which have a vertex in E. Let W denote the set of vertices of 
members of ~d, together with any remaining vertices in E. Let ~ have x members. 
Then (V ' -W)  is canonically colored, with red and blue sets A1 and B1, 
respectively (say). Set IAl l  = IB I = We have 
b~ >~ b + tl - k IEI ~ a i / (k  - i) + tl > (a + t(k - i ) ) i / (k - i) >~ a l i / (k  - i), 
so by the second part of Lemma 3.3, (A1UB1) contains no more than 
[ad(k  - i)J red G. Hence, ad(k  - i) >>- m + t + 1 - x. 
We also note that IWI ~< xk  <. IEI" k <~ rain(a, b). Therefore, a~ - t(k - i) >~ 
IA ' l - IWI - t (k - i )=a- IWl>-O,  and b~-t l>~lB ' l - IWI - t l=b- IWl>~O.  
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Thus, we may delete t (k - i) and t/vertices from A~ and B~ respectively, without 
exhausting them. Call these reduced sets A2 and B2. The graph (A2 U B2) is 
canonically colored. We have 
IB21 ='bl  - t/I> b - k IEI I> ai / (k - i) >>- IA2I i / (k  - i), 
so, again by Lemma 3.3, this graph contains 
[Im2l/(k - i)] = [ (a l -  t (k - i ) ) / (k  - i)1 
>~(m +t  + 1 -x ) - t=m + 1 -x  
disjoint red G. Now, (WUA2UB2) is colored isomorphically to F. But 
(W U A2 U n2), and hence F, contains at least x + m + 1 -x= m + 1 disjoint red 
G, a contradiction. 
If we assume instead that F '  contains at least n + t + 1 blue H, we arrive at a 
contradiction in a similar way, but with considerably less effort. This completes 
the proof. [] 
4. Proof of  Theorem 3.1 
We are finally ready to prove Theorem 3.1. - 
Proof. Let n be large, and consider any (nG, nH)-critical coloring of K,-1, where 
r = r(nG, ni l ) .  Denote the vertex set of this K,_I by V. Our plan is to partition V 
into sets E, A, B, I", where T is spanned by a set of (G, H)-ties, and where 
(EUA U B)  has a nearly canonical coloring, and where no (G, H)-tie in this 
coloring contains a vertex in the exceptional set E. We will then show that this 
nearly canonical coloririg can be extended to a complete graph on [V[ vertices, 
yielding the desired critical coloring. 
We begin by applying Lemma 3.2 to our K,-1; Lemma 3.1 guarantees that we 
may apply this lemma, since it is easy to see that r t> n • max(k ,  l )  + n - 1. Thus 
we have two large sets A1 and B~ of vertices such that (A~ U B1) is canonically 
colored, with red set A~ and blue set B~. Without loss of generality, we assume 
that the connecting edges are red. These two sets can be made arbitrarily large if 
n is large enough, although they may well have much fewer than n vertices. We 
also reduce the size of A~ and B1 so that JAd = m(k -  i), IBfl = ml, where m is as 
large as possible. 
We claim that i<~j. Suppose the contrary; we will see that (A~ U B~) can 
then play the role of F in Lemma 3.4, so that our coloring of K,_I could not have 
been critical. We consider two cases. First, suppose that j< i<. l .  Then 
ml>~mi=lA l l i / (k - i ) ,  so by the second part of Lemma 3.3, (A IUB1)  has 
[m(k-i)/(k-i)] =m disjoint red 'G and [rot~l] =m disjoint blue H. But 
IA~ U B~I = m(k  - i + l) <~ (k + 1 - rain(i, j ) )m - m, so that the hypotheses of 
Lemma 3.4 hold with c =m +2, provided we have made m large enough. 
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Second, suppose that j< l  <i. In this case we still have m disjoint blue H, 
but by the first part of Lemma 3.3, we have [m(k - i + l)/k] < m disjoint red G. 
Set m' = [m(k - i + l ) /k] .  Then 
IA1U B~I = m(k - i + l) <. k [m(k - i + l)/k] + k 
=km'  +k<~(k  + l - j -  1)m' +k  
= (k  + l - m in( i ,  ] ) )m'  - m'  + k. 
If m is large, m' is large. Hence, the hypotheses of Lemma 3.4 hold with 
c = m' - k + 2 and m' in place of m. Thus, in either case we have a contradiction. 
Therefore, we have i <~j, as claimed. Thus, l > i, so Inll = ml >1 mi + m = 
IAll i / (k  - i) + m, a fact we will use near the end of the proof. 
Next we want to apply Lemma 3.5 to (V -A1-  B1). From the sizes Of Al and 
BI, we see that (V -A1-B1)  has at least (n -m)(k+l - i ) -2  vertices, and 
cannot contain a red (n - rn)G or a blue (n - m)H. Therefore, it contains at least 
n - m - y (G, H)-ties, where y does not depend on m. Let T~ denote the vertices 
of a maximal set of these ties, and set E I=V-A I -B1-T~.  Since IV]~ < 
(k + l - i)n + c, where c is as in Lemma 3.2, we have led <~ y(k  + l - i) + c, 
which is a constant, so that it is small compared to m if m was chosen large 
enough. It is possible that E~ is empty. 
We will now reduce E~, A~, and B~ in several steps, adding ties to T~, 
ultimately arriving at the E, A, B, T described at the beginning of the proof. As a 
first step, suppose that E~ contains a vertex with at least A(H)  blue edges joining 
it to Bx. If so, then it is easy to see that this vertex, together with some vertices of 
A1 and B~, span a tie, and indeed a join. Remove such ties in turn, moving them 
to T~. Call the altered sets of vertices E2, A2, /32, T2. If we have chosen n, and 
therefore A~ and B~, large enough, then A2 and Be will still be large compared 
to E2. 
At this point, fewer than A(H)  IEel blue edges join Ee to Be. Hence, for all but 
at most A(H) IEel special vertices of Be, only red edges join a vertex of Be to Ee. 
Each of these special vertices of Be, and indeed of any vertices of Be, are part of 
a tie (in fact, a join), using other vertices of Ae and Be. Transfer aH of the 
exceptional vertices to T2, along with sufficient other vertices of Ae and Be, in the 
form of ties. This yields new sets A3, B3, T3; Ee is not affected, but we set E3 = Ee 
for consistency. 
If n is large enough, then A3 and Be are still large compared to E3, and by 
construction, all edges between E 3 and Be are red. Using this latter fact, it is easy 
to see that any vertex of E3 with at least A(G)  red edges joining it to A3 is part of 
a tie which uses only this vertex and vertices of A 3 and Be. So we now proceed 
similarly to the last two steps. We first remove any vertex of E3 with A(G)  red 
edges joining it to A 3 by incorporating it in a tie and moving the tie to T3. This 
process yields new sets E4, A4, B4, T4. Finally, remove any vertex of A4 joined to 
any vertex of E4 in red in a similar manner, yielding sets Es, As, Bs, Ts. 
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We now see that (EsUAsUBs)  has a nearly canonical coloring with 
exceptional set Es, and with no tie in (E5 U A5 U Bs) including a vertex in Es. 
Furthermore, Ts is spanned by a set of ties. Therefore, we drop the subscripts, 
since (E, A, B, T) represents the partition of V we sought at the beginning of the 
proof. We also observe that if n was chosen large enough, A and B will be large 
relative to E. 
We will now give a nearly canonical coloring of (V )=Kr -1 ,  essentially by 
expanding A and B while eliminating T. Let T contain t ties; each tie has at most 
k + l - i vertices. Form disjoint sets E',  A', and B', with IE[, ]AI + t(k - i), and 
IB[ + t/ vertices respectively. Set V' = E'  UA'  U B', so that IV'l IvI = r - 1. 
Form a complete graph in V', and give it a nearly canonical coloring, with E',  
A', and B' being the exceptional, red, and blue sets respectively, with the 
connecting edges red, and with (E ' )  colored just like (E).  It is clear that no 
(G, H)-tie contains a vertex of E'. It remains to show that this coloring is 
(nG, nH)-good. 
We do so by applying Lemma 3.6. A complete graph formed from E',  together 
with [A[ vertices from A' and IBI vertices from B', serves as our Ks. Of course, 
this Ks is colored isomorphically to (E U A U B ). Since i ~< L we have i < l. Also, 
if n was chosen large enough, IEI" max(k, l) <~ min(IAI, IBI). We also must check 
that IBI t> IAI i / ( k  - i) + k IEI. Recal l  that IBll = ml >>- mi  + m -- lAd i / ( k  - i) + 
m. But it is easy to check that IBI I> IBd-  4k IEI, so that we have the desired 
inequality if m was chosen to be greater than 5k IEI. Let this Ks,' and hence 
(E UA U B), contain ml disjoint red G and nl disjoint blue H, and no more. 
Then by Lemma 3.6, the graph (V' )  = (E'  UA' UB' ) ,  that is to say that /~ of 
that lemma, contains m~ + t disjoint red G and nl  + t disjoint blue H, and no 
more. But since (T)  contains t disjoint ties, (V) = (E U A U B U T) contains at 
least m~ + t disjoint red G and nl + t disjoint blue H. 
Furthermore, (V ' )  contains no more disjoint red G or blue H than (V), and 
IV'l I> IvI. But since (V) is (nG, nH)-critical, (V ' )  must also be critical (and in 
fact [V'[ = [V[). This completes the proof. [] 
We close this section by justifying our assertion that Theorem 3 implies 
Theorem 1.2. The following theorem clearly shows that this is the case, while 
giving some additional information. 
Theorem 4.1. f f  n is sufficiently large, then 
r((n + 1)G, (n + 1)H) = r(nG, nil) + k + l - rain(i, j). 
Moreover, the exceptional set of Theorem 3.1 may be taken to be the same size, 
and colored the same, for each sufficiently large n. 
Proof, Without loss of generality, assume that i~ j .  Set r=r(nG,  nil) and 
rl = r((n + 1)G, (n + 1)H). Let n be large, and consider an ((n + 1)G, (n + 1)//)- 
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critical coloring of K,~_~ which is nearly canonical as in Theorem 3.1. Then the 
graph contains a (G, H)-tie. Delete this tie; this yields a complete graph with 
rt - (k + l - i) - 1 vertices. Clearly, this graph cannot contain a red nG or a blue 
nil. Hence, r >>- rl - (k + 1 - i), or rl ~< r + k + l - i. On the other hand, consider 
a (nG, nH)-critical coloring of Kr-t which is nearly canonical as in Theorem 3.1. 
Then E cannot be large (for otherwise it would participate in a tie), and the other 
conditions of I_emma 3.6 apply. From this lemma, we get a ((n + 1)G, (n + 1)H)- 
good coloring of a complete graph on r -  1 + (k + l -  i) vertices. Therefore, 
r~ >~ r + k + l - i, and hence, r~ = r + k + l -  i. 
Furthermore, the ((n + 1)G, (n + 1)H)-good coloring we just constructed is 
therefore critical. [] 
Of course, Theorem 4.1 not only implies Theorem 1.2, but does so with an 
effectively computable c2, and with an effectively computable no such that 
Theorem 1.2 holds for all n t> no. 
5. Appfimtions of Theorem 3.1 
The results we have proved show that for any G and H, the c 2 of Theorem 1.2 
is effectively computable. However, to apply these results in practice, we need 
results to narrow our search for the critical exceptional set E. First, we give the 
following lemma, which is easy to prove. Recall that G and H are connnected, 
with p(G) = k, flo(G) = i, p(H)  = I, flo(H) =j. 
Lemm 5.1. I f  i < j, then the connecting edges in the nearly canonical coloring of 
Theorem 3.1 must be taken to be red. Also, if G = H, the connecting edges may be 
taken to be red without loss of  generality. 
Our next lemma requires some more definitions. Recall that in Section 1 we 
defined @(G) to be the set of all graphs formed by removing a maximal set of 
independent vertices from G. Let us relabel ~, setting @(G)= ~3(G). Define 
@4(G) to be the set of all members of fi~3(G) that came about by the removal of 
exactly flo(G) vertices. Now define ~I(G) and 5~2(G) to be the set of all 
components of members of ~(G)  and @4(G) respectively. Of course, if all 
members of, say, @3(G) are connected, then @I(G)-  @3(G). For each i, define 
~* to be the set of members of @i(G) which are not subgraphs of any other 
member of ~i(G). Thus, @~(G) = @*(G). As an example, 
and 
= (K,, Kd,  ( r ,} ,  
= (3K , 2/(2}, @4((?6)= {3K,}, 
~'(C6) = ~(C6)  "- {K,},  ~'(C6) = ,.~,~(C6)= {3K1}. 
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Observe that if ~ is any set of graphs, we have the inequalities 
r(~l(G), ~)~<r(~2(G), ~t~), r(~3(G), ~()<~r(~4(G), ~R~), 
r(~l(G), ~)<~r(~3(G), ~), r(~2(G), ~t~)~<r(~4(G), ~t~). 
Of course, r(~*(G), ~)= r(~i(G), ~)  in all cases. 
Lemma 5.2. If the connecting edges of the nearly canonical coloring of Theorem 
3.1 are red, then the exceptional set E satisfies 
r(~t(G),  ~(H) ) -  1 <-[E[ <<-r(~(G), ~: (H) ) -  1. 
Proof. In a nearly canonical coloring, where the coloring of (E)  is 
(~I(G), ~3(H))-good, it is easy to see that no vertex in E can be part of a red G 
or blue H. Hence, no critical coloring can have IEI smaller than 
r(~l(G), ~3(H) ) -  1. On the other hand, if (E)  is not (~2(G), ~4(H))-good, it is 
easy to see that some vertex in (E)  participates in a (G, H)-tie, provided only 
that the red and blue sets are as large as max(p(G), p(H)). Since this is ruled out 
by Theorem 3.1, we must have IEI < r(~2(G), ~4(H)). Putting asterisks on the 
various occurrences of ~ completes the proof. [] 
This lemma leads to the following coronary, which is important enough to be 
called a theorem. 
Theorem 5.1. Let G and H be given, and let n be sufficiently large. Then we have 
(1) I f i< jo rG=H,  
(k + l - i)n + r (~(G) ,  ~(H) )  - 2<-r(nG, nil) 
<<- (k + l - i)n + r (~(G) ,  ~[(H)) - 2. 
(2) I f  i=j ,  
(k + l - i)n + max{r(~(G) ,  ~(H) ) ,  r (~(G) ,  ~(H) )}  - 2 
<<- r(nG, nil) 
<~ (k + l - i)n + max{r(~'(G),  ~:(H)) ,  r(~:(G),  ~(H) )}  - 2. 
Proof. Set r = r(nG, nil). Suppose first that i < j  or G = H. Then take a nearly 
canonical coloring with red and blue sets A and B respectively, where 
[AI = (k -  i )n -  1, IBI- I n -  1, where E has a (~(G) ,  ~(H))-critical coloring, 
and where the connecting edges are red. Then the coloring of (E U A U B) is 
(nG, nH)-good, and has (k + 1 - i)n + r (~(G) ,  ~(H) )  - 3 vertices. This estab- 
lishes the lower bound for r in this case. On the other hand, by Theorem 3.1 
there is a nearly canonical (nG, nH)-critical coloring of Kr-1. By Lemma 5.1, the 
connecting edges may be assumed to be red. Also, by Lemma 5.2, the 
exceptional set E in this coloring satisfies I E I~r (~(G) ,~(H) ) - I .  
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Furthermore, it must happen that IB l<-n l -1  and IA l<~n(k - i ) - l .  This 
establishes (1). The proof of (2) is much the same, except we also must account 
for the possibility that the connecting edges are blue. [] 
We observe that the lower bounds in (1) and (2) hold for all n, not just fo r  
large n. 
Theorem 5.1 is very useful. Indeed, the upper and lower bounds often 
coincide, in which case the theorem yields an exact formula. An important case 
involves the following property. Say that a graph G has property ~ if some vertex 
of G has for its neighborhood a subset of an independent set of flo(G) vertices. 
While this property sounds rather technical, many graphs have it, including all 
bipartite graphs and all cycles with more than three vertices. The importance of 
property ~ is that if G has that property, then ~ ' (G)  = ~(G)= {K~}. 
Theorem 5.2. Let G have property ~, and suppose either that i < j, or that i =j 
and H also has property ~. Then if n is sufficiently large, 
r(nG, ni l)  = (k + l - i)n - 1. 
Proof. Since G has property ~, we have the trivial Ramsey number 
r (~(G) ,  ~)=r(~(G) ,  ~)= 1 for any set of graphs ~. If i<  j, part (1) of 
Theorem 5.1 applies; if i =j,  part (2) applies. In either case, all the Ramsey 
numbers appearing in the bounds for r(nG, nil) equal 1, and the desired result 
follows immediately. [] 
Note that in Theorem 5.2 the exceptional set in the critical coloring is empty. 
In a sense, then, the following result stands at an opposite xtreme, since [El is as 
large as possible relative to k and I. 
Theorem 5.3. I f  k and I are fixed, and n is sufficiently large, then 
r(nKk, nKt) = (k + l - 1)n + r(Kk-1, Kt-1) - 2. 
Proof. ~i(Kk)= (Kk-~} for all i and k. [] 
When k = 3, the Ramsey number is therefore (l + 2)n + l - 3. Theorem 5.3 is 
only fully effective now for 4 <~ k <~ l in the seven cases in which r(Kk-1, Kt-~) is 
presently known. It is not hard to extend Theorem 5.3 in various ways, for 
instance by introducing complete multipartite graphs, as in Theorem 2.3. Instead, 
we will give a case in which not all the ~i(G) are equal, namely the case of 
wheels. Let us write W~,k for the k-spoked wheel, that is, for K~ + Ck. The proof 
is not difficult, and will be omitted. 
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Theorem 5.4. I f  k >I 2, then if n is large, 
(3k + 2)n + 2k - 3, if k is even, 
r(nW~,2k) = [ (3k + 2)n + 2k - 2, if k is odd, 
and 
r(nW1,2k+l) = (3k + 4)n + 2k + 1. 
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6. Closing remarks 
It would be possible to give further esults along the lines of those in Section 5, 
but we will not do so here. It might be worthwhile to do so elsewhere, but even 
more valuable would be to extend the theory, improving on Theorems 3.1 and 
5.1. It appears that this can be done, replacing Theorem 3.1 with something less 
indirect, but we will not do so here. Another useful direction to pursue is the 
study of r(mG, nil) where m 4: n. It is possible to prove a version of Theorem 3.1 
in this case, but the proof is more complicated than here. This will be done in a 
future publication. 
Another significant question is that of how large n must be for Theorems 2.1 
and 3.1 to hold. As we have indicated, it is not hard to show that it suffices to 
take n no larger than a double or triple exponential, respectively, involving the 
orders of G and H. On the other hand, in the few cases in which r(G, nil) or 
r(nG, nil) has been worked out, the long-run behavior begins at very small n, 
usually 1 or 2. Perhaps the most striking cases occur when G and H are arbitrary 
paths (see [8]) or when (G, H) = (/(4, K3) [9]. In most such cases, generalizations 
have been proved, for instance to r(mG, nil), that lend further support to the 
idea that the transition to long-run behavior typically occurs very early. It would 
be very desirable to show that something of the sort was true in general. 
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